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11Abstract
12Knowledge construction Q2assignments with wikis can be found in various educational settings.
13However, wiki environments are not inevitably suited to help learning and thus more guidance
14could be useful. In this study, we investigated the effects of two collaboration scripts with
15different aims during a two-week period of knowledge construction with wikis as a supple-
16ment to lectures about descriptive statistics. One script that is derived from Wikipedia’s
17suggested workflow promoted a high frequency of individual article edits without further
18coordination, while the alternative script encouraged participants to discuss any planned
19changes upfront. Results showed that our proposed collaboration script encouraged students
20to take part in the whole script process, while in Wikipedia’s script proposal only the first step
21of article editing was executed. These edits were generally of slightly lower quality. Learning
22success was not directly affected by the scripts, though the data suggests small effects in favour
23of our script proposal.

24Keywords Wiki . Collaboration scripts . Collaborative learning . Knowledge construction .

25Collaborative writing
26

27Introduction Q3

28Wikis are web-based platforms that enable collaboration at virtually any point in time from any
29place between anyone who has access to a web-enabled device. They allow one or more persons
30to build up a corpus of knowledge in a set of interlinked web pages using a process of creating
31and editing pages (Chen et al. 2015; Franklin and van Harmelen 2007; Richardson 2010).
32Knowledge can be shared at any time with a whole community without any major restrictions.
33The focus of the current article is on the learning aspects rather than on information sharing. This
34is inspired by constructivist learning theory which assumes that individuals learn best when they
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35have constructed knowledge on their own (Cole 2009). Consequently, wiki environments are
36nowadays widely established as a valid educational technology in many contexts for collabora-
37tive knowledge construction, shared problem-solving, and other related learning tasks (Bartelsen
38and Brauer 2010; Notari et al. 2013). Despite the common and wide use of wikis as computer-
39supported collaborative learning environments, their effective and meaningful use can be quite
40challenging for learners. Some of these challenges for collaboration with wikis can be an
41abundance of options and an unfamiliar structure (Zheng et al. 2015).
42Instructional scaffolding as added guidance is often needed to exploit the full potential of
43collaborative learning, because unguided collaboration does not automatically result in learn-
44ing benefits for users of such systems (Dillenbourg 2002). One way of supporting individuals
45in computer-based collaborative learning environments is to give learners explicit instructions
46to organise their interactions (Bromme et al. 2005). Wikis with their multiple layers – such as
47article view, talk page, revision history – may not be utilised well without effective guidance.
48They are then used as environments for simpler collaborative article production without deeper
49elaboration (Biasutti 2017). To analyse which type of explicit guidance is most beneficial for
50learners in wikis, we designed and conducted two experiments where students collaboratively
51constructed knowledge artefacts either in dyads (pre-study) or in larger groups (main study).

52Wiki-based collaborative knowledge construction and learning

53The internalisation and externalisation of knowledge from an individual’s cognitive system
54into a wiki or vice versa contribute to the co-construction of socially shared artefacts (Cress
55and Kimmerle 2008). Social interaction in computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL)
56environments can be considered as the essence of cognition (Dillenbourg et al. 2009), because
57the creation or construction of knowledge can be regarded as a social product (Vygotsky
581986). Furthermore, this view has been used to advocate the restructuring of education in the
59sense of shared problem-solving (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1994). Within these collaborative
60construction processes lay potentials for content-related controversies to occur that can trigger
61socio-cognitive conflicts. These kinds of conflicts arise from the clash of different perspectives
62or differences in prior knowledge of learners. Grounded in different opinions and contradictory
63or complementary knowledge, these controversies can be further used constructively to foster
64learning outcomes. The processing of such conflicts can trigger deliberation processes to reach
65a temporary consensus and so lead to the acquisition of new knowledge or broadening and
66restructuring of already existing knowledge. Moreover, when leading to more elaborate
67conflicts they can foster interest and support motivation (Isaacs and Clark 1987; Johnson
68and Johnson 1985; Johnson et al. 2000).
69In general, wikis provide great opportunities for collaborative learning where people learn
70best when they have designed their learning material themselves (Cole 2009). As a basic wiki
71principle, there are no exclusion criteria for participation in any activity. In other words, every
72user has virtually equal rights in the social systems. Thus, there is the freedom to edit one’s
73own created content, a third party’s content or discuss uncertainties and give feedback to
74changes performed by others (Chen et al. 2015). The main goal is to freely share knowledge
75with the community at any time. Furthermore, wikis as web-based tools extensively document
76any changes made to the environment and thus give permanent, valuable insights into
77processes of collaborative knowledge construction (Biasutti and El-Deghaidy 2012).
78Especially in higher education, they can be implemented in almost all kinds of degree course
79programmes to help collaborative learning of new definitions and concepts. Wikis have
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80relatively intuitive basic functions to simplify collaborative learning and working, and their
81underlying structure and mechanisms can support learning processes and social interactions.
82Thereby, they offer many opportunities for collaborative knowledge construction. In the
83constructivist approach a disturbance of the cognitive balance was identified as a prerequisite
84for the construction of knowledge. This can lead to socio-cognitive conflicts that consequently
85can induce a reorganisation and restructuring of cognitions and ultimately manifests in learning
86growth for the individual (Bell et al. 1985). In the context of knowledge construction in CSCL
87environments such as wikis, an imbalance can be resolved by internalising information from
88the social system into one’s own knowledge or by externalising knowledge from one’s
89personal expertise. Another possibility for resolving an imbalance would be the restructuring
90of information in the wiki or restructuring one’s individual schemata. These processes match
91assimilation and accommodation processes to restore an equilibrium that was disturbed by a
92socio-cognitive conflict (Cress and Kimmerle 2008; Piaget 1977).

93Relevance of guidance for learners

94A key part of meaningful interactions between collaborating learners is that the interaction has
95a clearly specified learning goal or task. Thus, it might be required to predefine and provide
96certain rules or guidelines for specific tasks, such as creating or updating wiki articles and their
97corresponding discussion pages (Bromme et al. 2005). This can be rooted in the observation
98that persons working collaboratively on the same document often implicitly take over different
99roles and activities, and make use of certain strategies that are not necessarily best suited for
100effective collaboration (Posner and Baecker 1992). Especially in high-level collaboration, a
101certain level of supplemental guidance is necessary to reach the full potential of collaborative
102learning (Weinberger et al. 2007). Such guidance can be provided with the implementation of
103collaboration scripts where the activities of writers and editors within a social system are
104coordinated and optimised in a set of instructions. These can be used to specify the group
105formation, modes of interaction and task management between collaboration partners
106(Dillenbourg 2002; Kollar et al. 2006). There is a trade-off between effective structuring and
107over-scripting that needs to be considered when choosing the complexity of a script. Recent
108research has proposed that additional scripts should be applied to wikis to improve the overall
109quality of knowledge artefacts and coordination processes of students (Wichmann and
110Rummel 2013). In this research on wiki-based writing, different collaboration scripts have
111been shown to be effective for students. Positive effects have been found for scripts with a
112special focus on article editing and revising that ultimately led to more coherent articles and
113fewer inaccurate articles. Furthermore, it has also been shown that a certain level of coercion in
114the implemented collaboration script can be helpful (Papadopoulos et al. 2013).
115To make use of the potentials that participatory learning environments provide to learners,
116individual differences should be considered when designing learning scenarios that are aimed
117at collaboration. Very explicit instructions to externalise mental representations of learned
118content and actively participate in the revision process can be beneficial. This is especially true
119for novice learners who are less familiar with the domain and thus need more guidance than
120more experienced learners (Kirschner et al. 2006). Large wikis such as Wikipedia have created
121suggestions for how to create and revise articles. One specific instructional set has emerged
122that can be referred to as a script for collaborative writing in wikis: Wikipedia’s so-called Be
123Bold, Revert, Discuss (BRD) cycle. It promotes a high frequency of individual article edits
124without the need of immediate coordination when changes are about to be made
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125(“Wikipedia:BRD,” 2017). The first step in this script encourages content creators to be bold
126and perform an edit to an existing article or create an entirely new article, if one feels the desire
127to do so. The second step encompasses guidelines on how to continue if an edit gets reverted.
128The last step of discussing edits suggests accepting at least three revisions before a discussion
129becomes required. These steps are not necessarily designed to be followed in an invariant
130order, although flow chart representations as used in Wikipedia and the like might suggest a
131specific order of events.
132In contrast to the BRD proposal, we think setting a stronger focus on the discussion aspect
133of wiki-based knowledge construction is important and has much potential for learning. Thus,
134we propose an alternative approach with a different script approach that is more in line with
135current research findings of the learning sciences. It is inspired by wiki-based learning
136experiments that targeted the improvement of writing and more effective coordination
137(Papadopoulos et al. 2013; Wichmann and Rummel 2013). We aimed this alternative script
138at promoting participants to discuss any planned article edits and revisions upfront before any
139change to a document will be performed (Discuss, Deliberate, Revise =DDR). The first step in
140this script suggests that editors first take planned article edits to the corresponding discussion
141space. In the second step, a deliberation process is started where the community seeks to find a
142consensus about the proposed wiki edits. And finally, in the last step after having reached a
143temporary consensus the article revision can be performed. These two different script ap-
144proaches (cf. Figure 1) were designed with different goals in mind. In the current paper, we
145investigate the potential for learning of each script in laboratory (pre-study) and field settings
146(main study).

147Individual influences in the learning process

148Besides individual levels of experience with a subject matter, it has been discussed that
149individual personality differences should be considered in supporting and analysing learning

Fig. 1 Representations of the Be Bold, Revert, Discuss (left) and Discuss, Deliberate, Revise (right) collaboration
scripts’ core stages asQ4 a flow chart
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150processes (e.g., Cress and Kimmerle 2017; Heimbuch and Bodemer 2015). This paper focuses
151on three constructs that can be relevant for collaborative learning processes and outcomes.

152(1) The effort a learner is willing to invest in searching for solutions to a problem during a
153learning process has been shown to be influenced by the individual’s Need for Cognitive
154Closure (NCC). Various empirical results and discussions of the construct illustrate that
155the NCC can be regarded as a relevant key construct in knowledge creation processes
156(Webster and Kruglanski 1994). It is a motivational continuum between a strong need to
157get a concrete answer in an ambiguous situation and the avoidance of such ambiguity.
158Within the construct a distinction is made between two tendencies: urgency and perma-
159nence. In this context, the urgency tendency means that individuals feel the urge to
160achieve cognitive closure as quickly as possible. The permanence tendency is understood
161as the desire to maintain cognitive closure for as long as possible (Kruglanski and
162Webster 1996). Individuals with a high NCC want a definite answer in a judgement
163situation and show high urgency and permanence tendencies (Schlink 2009). They are
164more likely to experience impatience to quickly reach a state of cognitive closure and
165once a satisfactory state is reached, they to try to keep this level of achieved cognitive
166closure. There has been considerable research into the influence of situational variables
167on the NCC, such as time pressure (De Grada et al. 1999). However, it has already been
168shown that the NCC also indicates stable interindividual differences (Webster and
169Kruglanski 1994). Thus, a high dispositional NCC is closely related to a reduction in
170the internal hypotheses building process (Kruglanski and Mayseless 1987; Kruglanski
171and Webster 1996). Furthermore, people with high levels of NCC tend to base their
172decisions on simple heuristics (de Dreu et al. 1999), whereas low NCC individuals enjoy
173to consult more information in situations of uncertainty (Schlink 2009). In wiki-based
174learning, we expect that low NCC individuals are more likely to search purposefully for
175more in-depth information about a topic in an ambiguous situation like a controversial
176discussion. Although this construct is closely tied to inter-individual differences in
177learning and knowledge construction, it has yet rarely been covered in studies of
178technology-enhanced or computer-supported collaborative learning. Therefore, we ad-
179dress this gap in an experimental pre-study and a follow-up main study on learning and
180knowledge construction in wiki-based environments that are supplemented by two
181distinct kinds of collaboration scripts.
182(2) In past and recent research on learning and knowledge construction, motivational
183differences have been discussed as an interesting latent construct for different learning
184scenarios, including both face-to-face classroom learning and computer-supported col-
185laborative learning (Leppink 2010; Leppink et al. 2015). Learner actions that are
186motivated intrinsically can be a key to effective learning (Deci and Ryan 1985;
187Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi 2014). Intrinsically motivated persons frequently feel
188the need to be socially connected to a community while maintaining high levels of
189personal autonomy and self-determination (Deci and Ryan 1992). This does not neces-
190sarily mean that intrinsic motivation can only be experienced in isolation, it can also be
191triggered by external sources in a formal or informal learning setting (Wilde et al. 2009).
192In principle, wikis offer their users open spaces and enough leeway on self-chosen
193thematic foci for intrinsically motivated learning. This in turn requires consistent will-
194ingness to show initiative which can be initially triggered by the environment itself
195(Dillenbourg et al. 2009). The opportunities to introduce one’s prior knowledge and
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196experiences into such a social system can increase an individual learner’s motivation.
197Highly intrinsically motivated learners can be central actors in meaningful socio-
198cognitive discourses that can be beneficial for more elaborated learning (Rienties et al.
1992009). Motivation in group learning activities is an essential component that is still not
200covered well enough in research, whether analysing individual or collaborative learning
201processes (Järvelä et al. 2010). Therefore, in wiki-based learning where students have
202differing degrees of freedom depending on the task, motivational states can be a relevant
203influencing factor for successful learning.
204(3) Closely related to motivational states is the concept of metacognition, which can be
205defined as reflective and regulative knowledge about the own knowledge (Efklides 2008;
206Flavell 1979; Kuhn 2000). Metacognition is often regarded as an individual and con-
207scious process that can also unconsciously operate on a social level during co-regulation
208in collaborative settings (Efklides 2008). It is connected to first-order cognitions by
209monitoring and control functions. These metacognitive functions are required for self-
210regulated learning processes, where self-motivation and the choice of appropriate learn-
211ing strategies become relevant (Zimmerman 2002). Essentially, two distinct levels of
212metacognitive processes are discussed: the object- and the meta-level. These two levels
213interact and exchange information with each other via monitoring and control functions.
214The meta-level is informed by monitoring processes with information about cognitive
215activities on the object-level. Control functions ensure that meta-level orders reach the
216object-level (Veenman et al. 2006). Besides these levels, metacognition includes three
217involved facets: metacognitive knowledge, metacognitive experiences and metacognitive
218skills. Metacognitive knowledge encompasses explanatory knowledge about tasks, strat-
219egies and goals of others or oneself (Flavell 1974). Metacognitive experiences include
220everything that a person knows and feels during the execution of a task (Efklides 2006).
221Experience makes the state of cognitions conscious and triggers control processes that
222serve the goals of self-regulation. Both metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive
223experiences are associated with monitoring functions. In contrast, metacognitive skills
224stand for knowledge of practical value that is triggered by the other two facets of
225metacognition. The use of metacognitive strategies can be crucial for successful learning,
226although their effectiveness is not absolutely certain (Berthold et al. 2007). Planning,
227monitoring and evaluating learning processes is often regarded as time-consuming and
228painstaking which is why, despite the availability of metacognitive strategies, existent
229skills are not always effectively used (Neuenhaus 2011). In wikis where by default only
230loose (at best) guidance measures for any of the processes are implemented, students with
231less distinct metacognitive strategies might experience collaboration with wikis as
232unpleasant and could be reluctant to take part.

233General research questions and hypotheses

234In a first small-scale experimental laboratory pre-study, we explored two different scripts in a
235wiki-based learning environment – (1) Wikipedia’s proposal, Be Bold, Revert, Discuss (BRD),
236in contrast to (2) our alternative proposal, Discuss, Deliberate, Revise (DDR). The former
237script is directed at externalising as much knowledge from an individual into the wiki as
238possible. The latter script aims at fostering deeper elaboration processes by encouraging
239discussions prior to the externalisation of knowledge into the wiki. Our results show that it
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240is beneficial for mentally integrating different perspectives about a topic. To further support
241and extend these findings we have conducted a follow-up field experiment as main study. We
242expected that collaboratively working on a wiki in an educational context is most beneficial for
243students when they are first guided into discussions rather than encouraged to edit individually
244without further coordination. In both studies, we were interested in potential direct effects of
245the collaboration scripts. Quality markers in research on quantitative content analysis have
246been the number of contributions to the discussion (Stvilia et al. 2005; Viegas et al. 2007), the
247number of edits (Arazy et al. 2006; Lih 2004; Wilkinson and Huberman 2007), the article
248length (Blumenstock 2008) and the number of formal errors (Wichmann and Rummel 2013).
249We also collected data on influencing variables that can be related to learning and knowledge
250construction processes to gain deeper insights about potential indirect conditional effects (cf.
251Figure 2). Based on the theoretic findings, we therefore come to the following research
252questions and hypotheses Q5:

253& RQ1: Does a DDR script have a greater positive impact on learning and the wiki article
254quality than Wikipedia’s proposed BRD script does?
255& H1: We expect that a DDR script proposal encourages learners to engage in more
256discussions about a subject matter and thus leading to higher knowledge gains and
257contributions of higher quality.
258& H1.1: A DDR script leads to higher test scores and knowledge gains.
259& H1.2: A DDR script leads to less error-prone and more concise articles.
260& H1.3: A DDR script leads to more discussions and less article edits.

261

262Whereas the first research question and hypothesis are confirmatory, due to a relatively
263large body of research about collaboration scripts and their effects, the second research

Fig. 2 Hypothesis model: a representing the anticipated direct relationship between the independent variable
(collaboration script) and the main dependent variables; b the indirect effects of the influencing variables on this
relationship. Meta-cognitive strategies, and intrinsic motivation (dashed boxes) were only investigated in the
main study, the Need for Cognitive Closure (solid box) was assessed both in the pre-study and the main study
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264question is more exploratory. We are interested in exploring the potential moderating effects of
265individual differences on outcome and process variables. The body of research in computer-
266supported collaborative learning is rather small regarding the Need for Cognitive Closure,
267metacognitive strategies, and intrinsic motivation.

268& RQ2: To what extent do the individual cognitive variables influence the effects on
269knowledge construction and the frequency of wiki activities in the talk page discussion
270forums?
271& H2: The script effects on the wiki contributions and learning outcome are affected by the
272individual levels of Need for Cognitive Closure, metacognitive strategies, and intrinsic
273motivation.
274& H2.1: A DDR script is expected to be more beneficial for knowledge gains for persons
275with (1) a low NCC, (2) less pronounced metacognitive strategies, and (3) high intrinsic
276motivation.
277& H2.2: A DDR script is expected to maximise wiki contributions for persons with (1) a high
278NCC, (2) less pronounced metacognitive strategies, and (3) high intrinsic motivation.

279Methodological similarities of the experimental studies

280Prior to working on any collaborative wiki writing or discussion tasks, students were intro-
281duced to the respective operational sequences of the BRD and DDR scripts. Therefore, we
282integrated detailed BRD and DDR collaboration script texts with mandatory tutorials on the
283first wiki login and presented additional script representations to emphasize the main stages as
284constant reminders, in either a wiki-like learning environment mimicked with Etherpad
285instances (pre-study) or a Wikipedia-inspired setup that we build with DokuWiki (main study).
286Students were randomly assigned to one of the two collaboration script groups in both
287experiments and worked either in dyads in the pre-study or in two large groups in the main
288study. The primary task in both experiments was to collaboratively edit already existing wiki
289contents that had either been generated by the experimenters (pre-study) or by students
290themselves in an earlier unrelated study (main study). Despite the differences in settings and
291setups, participants in both experiments were asked to fill out the 16-NCCS (Schlink and
292Walther 2007), a short questionnaire on the individual Need for Cognitive Closure. The
293questionnaire consists of 16 statements to be rated on a six-point scale about how one deals
294with ambiguity, each item ranging from “fully disagree” (1) to “fully agree” (6). Additionally,
295in the main study further measurements of influencing variables were conducted that were not
296previously addressed in the pre-study, namely metacognitive strategies and intrinsic motiva-
297tion. In both studies we rewarded participants with a certificate of attendance needed for course
298credit.

299Use and reporting of statistical analyses

300Effects represented by proportions of variance (η2, R2) are reported with 90% confidence
301intervals, and for effect sizes based on standardised means (d, r) 95% confidence
302intervals are used (Steiger 2004). Due to the small- to medium-sized samples there
303was an increased likelihood of not meeting the assumption of either normality or equal
304variances; therefore, we applied the more robust Welch’s t-Tests for our main statistical
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305analyses instead of Student’s t-Test (Ruxton 2006). When more than one assumption of
306parametric tests was violated (e.g. normality and homoscedasticity of residuals) and/or
307sample sizes were very small as it was the case for the pre-study, we used non-parametric
308statistical tests for the analyses. Although the data for both experiments is in principle
309nested, we decided against the reporting of hierarchal linear mixed models (also known
310as multilevel models) and used individuals as unit of analysis because of several reasons:
311(1) the sample sizes were small to medium and for multilevel models to produce
312interpretable outcomes, a much larger N for the lowest level would be required (Cress
313and Kimmerle 2008; Hox et al. 2010; Huang 2016; Snijders and Bosker 2011); (2) both
314experiments had only two experimental groups as highest level grouping factor and for j
315< 10 multilevel models do not add any statistical benefits and therefore OLS techniques
316such as ANCOVA and related parametric tests are most suitable and produce highly
317similar results (Hox et al. 2010; Snijders and Bosker 2011); (3) the intraclass correlations
318as check for nonindependence of the data were close to zero (Kenny 1995), e.g., for the
319learning outcomes in the pre-study: ICC = .02, 95% CI [−.06, .99], F(13, 14) = 0.02,
320p > .999. For other dependent outcome and process-related variables, the intraclass
321correlation was even closer to zero; (4) for the main study a likelihood ratio test
322comparing the single level model to multilevel model resulted extremely close to zero,
323LR = −5.68e-14. Even under most optimistic circumstances, the multilevel model ap-
324proaches with random slopes explain at best less than 1% added variance of the data; (5)
325thus, non-parametric and robust tests (e.g., Welch’s t-Test, Bootstrapping CIs), as used
326for the analyses of both studies, are appropriate.

327Pre-study – Method

328Design and participants

329We conducted the pre-study as a two-group between-subjects experiment with participants
330working in groups of two. At the start of the laboratory experiment (t1), the sample consisted
331of N = 28 university students (14 females, 14 males) with a mean age of M = 23.29 (SD =
3325.72). Participants rated their topic-specific interest as medium to high and their self-assessed
333prior knowledge ranged between low and moderate on six-point scales ranging from “not
334interesting at all” / “no prior knowledge” (0) to “very interesting” / “high prior knowledge” (5).
335Between groups, there were negligibly small to virtually no differences in the general or
336concrete topic-specific interest and even smaller differences close to zero in prior knowledge
337(cf. Table 1). Two weeks after the lab study (t2), participants were asked to take part in an
338online post-test about the subject matter. N = 22 students (12 females, 10 males) completed this
339post-test.

t1:1 Table 1 Analyses of group difference in interest and prior knowledge

t1:2 Topic U p r 95% CI

t1:3 Interest Pirates in general 62.00 .104 −.32 [−.62, .06]
t1:4 William Kidd 73.00 .265 −.23 [−.56, .15]
t1:5 Prior knowledge Pirates in general 72.00 .246 −.24 [−.46, .28]
t1:6 William Kidd 92.50 .769 −.11 [−.46, .28]
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340Procedure and variables

341The study’s main task in both groups was to edit a wiki article about the alleged pirate Captain
342William Kidd with the help of contradictory supplementary materials. Each participant
343received individually either evidence for (A) supporting the theses that William Kidd was a
344pirate and the conviction was justified or with (B) evidence that contradicts the theses. In the
345collaboration phase a basic article about William Kidd was preloaded into the learning
346environment. This article was structured in a way to mimic a standard Wikipedia article and
347had a total length of 810 words. The main independent variable was the varying collaboration
348script. Participants were randomly assigned to either the collaborative editing workflow
349proposed by Wikipedia (BRD) or to the script we designed with a stronger focus on discussion
350and deliberation (DDR). Detailed script instructions were given as texts and were further
351accompanied by graphical representations of the most relevant phases of the scripts that were
352permanently visible in the learning environment (cf. Figure 3).
353In addition to socio-demographic variables (e.g. gender and age), topic-specific interest and
354prior knowledge about the study’s topic were assessed. To measure the impact either collab-
355oration script had on the knowledge construction processes and learning outcomes, we
356recorded wiki contribution metrics and deployed two knowledge tests. Contributions to the
357wiki were analysed in terms of article length, discussion length and the number of newly added
358evidence that was incorporated into the article. Measures of article and discussion length
359functioned as quality indicators, but also as manipulation checks to infer if participants
360collaborated following the respective script. Between the collaborative writing task and the
361first assessment of learning outcomes, participants were asked to fill out the 16-NCCS. We
362measured the learning outcomes at two points in time, directly after the collaboration phase at

Fig. 3 Wiki-like learning environment realised with Etherpad showing a permanent flow chart of the script’s
main stages as a reminder Q6(pre-study)
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363the end of the experiment (t1) and two weeks later with an invitation-only online questionnaire
364(t2). The two knowledge tests to measure the learning outcomes each included ten multiple
365choice questions with four alternative answers and two open-ended questions. In each of the
366multiple-choice tests, a total score of 17 correct answers could be achieved. In the open-ended
367questions participants were asked if they think that (1) Captain William Kidd was a real pirate
368and (2) if his conviction was justified. These questions were used to assess whether a
369participant gave only arguments presented in their own supplementary material (A or B), or
370if they gave more differentiated statements by integrating the evidence from their partner’s
371material (A and B). Figure 4 shows the overall study procedure and highlights when the
372independent variable was manipulated, and dependent variables were measured.

373Pre-study – Results and discussion

374Direct group comparisons

375Regarding the participants’ contributions, we analysed the article lengths at the end of the
376collaboration, the integration of new evidence from the supplementary materials as well as
377individual chat logs (cf. Table 2). The chat log was also meant to serve as a manipulation check
378to infer from the intensity of the discussions if dyads have followed their respective collabo-
379ration script. One dyad was excluded from the chat log analyses because of inappropriate
380discussion behaviour.

381Learning outcomes The participants’ knowledge was assessed the first time after the exper-
382iment’s collaborative writing phase (t1). To measure potential differences in the consolidation

Fig. 4 Overall study procedure of the pre-study
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F 383of knowledge, a second measurement of the learning outcomes was conducted two weeks later

384(t2). Overall, participants in the BRD group scored two points lower compared to the DDR
385group (cf. Table 3). In direct comparison, learners working on an article according to the DDR
386script achieved moderately higher test scores right after the collaboration and this difference in
387favour of the DDR script remained relatively stable after two weeks, although due to the small
388sample size the estimates lack statistical precision.

389Perspective integration We categorised the two open-ended questions whether a partic-
390ipant answered only with one’s own supplementary learning material (A or B) or by
391additionally integrating evidence or arguments from their learning partner’s supplemen-
392tary material (A and B). For the first question regarding Captain William Kidd’s alleged
393pirate status, BRD and DDR script groups differed largely in their answering behaviour
394at t1, χ2(1, N = 28) = 7.34, p = .007 and remained relatively stable, although with less
395precise estimates due to an even smaller sample, at t2, χ2(1, N = 22) = 2.20, p = .138. The
396odds of incorporating evidence from the partner’s learning material into one’s own
397answer was 10.80 times higher at t1 and 4.08 times higher at t2 if students collaborated
398with the DDR script (cf. Figure 5).
399Regarding the second open-ended question about William Kidd’s conviction, there were
400absolutely no relevant differences in the answering behaviour at t1 and t2, χ2(1, N = 27) = 0.07,
401p = .785 and χ2(1, N = 20) = 0.59, p = .444, respectively. The odds of incorporating evidence
402from the partner’s learning material into one’s own answer was 0.80 times higher at t1 and 2.14
403times higher at t2 if they collaborated using a DDR script.
404

405Need for cognitive closure (NCC)

406As a final exploration, we used Spearman’s rank-correlations (cf. Table 4) and scatterplots with
407regression slopes (cf. Figure 6) to investigate the potential relationships between the NCC, the

t2:1 Table 2 Descriptive statistics and analyses of article revision and discussion metrics

t2:2 M SD U p r 95% CI

t2:3 Article length BRD 1202.57 99.43
t2:4 (words) DDR 1218.43 153.69 96.00 .945 .02 [−.39, .43]
t2:5 New evidence BRD 9.43 2.15
t2:6 (count) DDR 8.43 2.82 120.00 .318 .22 [−.20, .58]
t2:7 Chat length BRD 133.64 94.01
t2:8 (words) DDR 283.08 186.35 58.00 .035 .41 [−.07, .66]

t3:1 Table 3 Descriptive statistics and analyses of knowledge test scores

t3:2 M SD U p r 95% CI

t3:3 Overall score BRD 23.67 2.06
t3:4 DDR 25.54 3.89 32.50 .043 .44 [−.06, .72]
t3:5 Test score t1 BRD 12.33 1.12
t3:6 DDR 13.46 2.96 66.50 .074 .32 [−.03, .60]
t3:7 Test score t2 BRD 11.33 1.00
t3:8 DDR 12.08 1.61 40.50 .111 .31 [−.10, .63]
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408wiki metrics and the learning outcome. The results show different trends for both groups,
409although they should be taken with care due to the small sample size and low precision of
410estimates.

411Summary of the pre-study’s key findings

412The central result of this experimental pre-study is that when dyads followed their respective
413collaboration script, the resulting outcomes and processes differed quite substantially. Students
414in the DDR script group were encouraged to do more coordination and exchange more
415information before going ahead to edit the original article. The articles themselves did not
416differ between script groups, neither in text length nor in the number of newly added
417arguments. Regarding the learning outcomes and acquisition of the partner’s arguments, the
418students showed some meaningful differences depending on their script. In the knowledge
419tests the DDR students scored slightly higher on average, but more impressively they were
420much more likely to incorporate more information and arguments from their learning partner’s
421material, at least for the study’s main topic about William Kidd’s pirate status. The correlations
422of the NCC with the wiki metrics and learning outcome did not show any clear patterns, which
423is likely due to the small sample and thus a relatively high sampling variability. Overall, put
424cautiously, it seemed that the DDR script encouraged students who are high on the NCC scale
425to be more engaged in the knowledge construction process by writing slightly longer articles
426and adding more arguments to the text.

Fig. 5 Incorporation ratios of arguments as present in one’s own learning material and the learning partner’s
material at t1 (left) vs t2 (right)

t4:1 Table 4 Correlations of the NCC with the main dependent variables

t4:2 rs p 95% CI

t4:3 Article length BRD −.34 .119 [−.74, .24]
t4:4 (words) DDR .36 .107 [−.22, .75]
t4:5 New evidence BRD −.31 .139 [−.72, .26]
t4:6 (count) DDR .29 .155 [−.28, .71]
t4:7 Chat length BRD .25 .191 [−.32, .69]
t4:8 (words) DDR .04 .448 [−.50, .56]
t4:9 Knowledge test BRD .26 .250 [−.49, .79]
t4:10 (scores) DDR −.14 .326 [−.64, .45]
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427Main study – Method

428Participants and design

429The study had a two-group experimental design with the corresponding collaboration script
430texts and accompanying representations (BRD vs DDR) as the experimental manipulation.
431Ninety students in a course on Inferential Statistics for our university’s program in Applied
432Cognitive and Media Science were invited to take part in the experiment and completed the
433pre-test (t1). Due to attrition, N = 69 of them completed all stages of the experiment. Students
434were aged 18 to 27 years (M = 20.59, SD = 2.02) and consisted of 56 (81.16%) females and 23
435(18.84%) males. The two groups did not differ substantially from each other regarding prior
436knowledge, as reflected in the pre-test scores (cf. Table 5). After the pre-test, the study’s main
437collaboration phase was conducted in a natural wiki setting with random group allocation. Two

Fig. 6 Correlation matrices of the NCC scatterplots for the Be Bold, Revert, Discuss script (top panel) and the
Discuss, Deliberate, Revise script (bottom panel)

t5:1 Table 5 Descriptive statistics and analysis of pre-test scores

t5:2 M SD t(58.96) p d 95% CI

t5:3 Pre-test scores BRD 13.39 1.71
t5:4 DDR 12.91 1.36 1.26 .211 0.31 [−0.17, 0.78]
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438weeks after the pre-test, participants were asked to take part in a post-test about the study’s
439wiki contents (t2).

440Procedure and variables

441The basis for our wiki materials was created in an earlier study, conducted the previous
442semester by the same student cohort where students worked in small groups of two to four
443people (Mock 2017). They created ten wiki pages and wrote nine articles about statistical
444topics; one topic was left with a blank article template. The resulting articles were used as the
445original articles in the current experiment.
446The main task for students in our main study was to review and revise the previously
447created articles. To conduct our experiment with larger student groups, twoDokuWiki instances
448served as experimental wikis in which we included either the BRD or the DDR script as
449detailed texts with added visual representations. Students were first led to a start page where
450they were provided with the detailed text instructions about their respective collaboration script
451procedures in a mandatory tutorial. As permanently visible reminders of the most relevant
452stages, graphical script representations appeared in the header of each wiki page. In addition,
453the scripts’ main stages were also included as textual workflow representations in the wikis’
454navigation panes (cf. Figure 7). Students in both wiki groups had a period of two weeks for
455collaboratively working on the articles.
456To measure the learning gains as our main dependent variable we conducted two knowl-
457edge tests. Prior to the wiki collaboration all participants received a 20-item knowledge test
458with five answer choices as the pre-test (e.g. “Which values are needed to calculate the
459confidence interval?”). After the collaborative writing phase participants answered another
46020-item knowledge post-test that was structurally identical to the pre-test, also with five answer
461choices each (e.g. “Which conditions have to be satisfied to conduct a t-test?”). Each wiki
462topic was addressed by two questions in both tests. Each question had one to three correct
463answer options. We ensured that question difficulty, content areas, and the number of correct
464answer options per item were similar between the pre- and post-tests to create equivalent
465question sets. For both tests, the questions were generated using the original, unedited material
466in the wikis. The total number of points for both tests was set to the number of questions (20).
467Participants could get 0.2 points for both choosing correct answers and not choosing false
468answers. Additionally, we gathered wiki metrics, such as number of revisions per article,
469number of discussions per article, article word count and number of article errors. For further
470analyses, we also assessed individual variables as potential moderators, namely the NCC,
471metacognitive strategies, and intrinsic motivation. The questionnaire to assess metacognitive
472strategies was taken from the inventory for the acquisition of learning strategies in studying
473(Wild and Schiefele 1994). This is a 77-item questionnaire for the assessment of cognitive,
474metacognitive, and resource-related learning strategies. As this study focused on the
475metacognitive strategies, the inventory was reduced to the eleven relevant items measuring
476this factor (e.g., “I ask myself questions about the material to make sure that I have understood
477everything.”) with answer options scaled from 1 (“very rare”) to 5 (“very often”). To assess
478intrinsic motivation, the German short scale of intrinsic motivation (Wilde et al. 2009) was
479used, which is an adapted version of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (Deci and Ryan 2003).
480This scale has a four-dimensional factor structure and consists of the sub-scales Interest/
481Enjoyment (e.g., “The collaboration was enjoyable.”), Perceived Competence (e.g., “I think I
482was pretty good in the collaboration.”), Perceived Choice (e.g., “In the collaboration I could
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483choose on my own how to handle it.”), and Pressure/Tension (e.g., “While collaborating I was
484tense.”) with three items in each subscale. Answers were given on a 5-point Likert scale from
4851 = “strongly disagree” to 5 = “strongly agree”.). Fig. 8 shows the overall study procedure and
486highlights when the independent variable was manipulated, and dependent variables were
487measured.

488Main study – Results and discussion

489Analytic procedure

490Due to the larger sample as compared to the pre-study, we could use more sophisticated
491statistical methods to analyse the data. In addition to the direct two-group comparisons, we
492further conducted moderation analyses of the conditional effects of the NCC, metacognitive
493strategies and intrinsic motivation on wiki contribution frequency and learning gains. The final

Fig. 7 Wiki-based learning environment with collaboration script text and added representations in the main
study. The bold printed text on the main page were the detailed script instructions
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494sample size of N = 69 provides statistical sensitivity with a minimum power of .80 for multiple
495regression model effect sizes of Cohen’s f2 = .117 which approximately translates to medium to
496large effects of R2 = .10 (Cohen 1988).
497If regions of significance were found by the PROCESS macro for SPSS when applying the
498Johnson-Neyman technique, we visualised the conditional effect slope and its 95% upper and
499lower confidence bands. Otherwise simple slopes are presented for better visualisation pur-
500poses (Hayes 2013). As a final analytic step, we explored potential links between collaboration
501scripts and learning outcomes after collaboration, mediated by wiki contributions frequency.
502For all moderator and mediator analyses, we applied bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa)
503bootstrapping with 10,000 random resamples that can produce reliable parameter estimates
504even for medium-sized samples of N > 50 (Fritz and MacKinnon 2007).

505Direct group comparisons

506Wiki metrics Regarding the wiki contributions, students in the DDR group participated much
507more frequently in talk page discussions and edited less to the wiki articles than students in the
508BRD group (cf. Table 6). These contribution metrics results from the wiki log data show that
509the scripts induced the intended collaborative knowledge construction behaviour for both
510groups. Students in both groups adhered to their respective collaboration scripts during the
511two-week long experimental collaboration phase, focusing either on high edit frequency
512(BRD) or the discussion and deliberation of content changes (DDR).

t6:1 Table 6 Descriptive statistics and analyses of edit and discussion frequencies

t6:2 M SD t df p d 95% CI

t6:3 Edits BRD 12.47 10.35
t6:4 DDR 7.43 9.34 2.11 63.09 .019 0.51 [0.03, 0,99]
t6:5 Discussions BRD 0.28 0.81
t6:6 DDR 13.87 11.01 7.48 36.45 < .001 1.68 [1.12, 2.23]

Fig. 8 Overall study procedure of the main study
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513We also found that the BRD group added more words (Mdn = 353.50) to the original
514articles than the DDR group (Mdn = 105.00), U = 87.00, p = .012, r = .58, 95% CI [.24, .80]. A
515direct group comparison of the relative error rate per 100 words shows a major difference in
516favour of the DDR group (Mdn = 0.90 for DDR, Mdn = 1.75 for BRD), U = 82.00, p = .007,
517r = .64, 95% CI [.31, .83]. A positive correlation with a moderate to large effect between article
518length and the relative number of errors per article supports the former test, rs(18) = .48,
519p = .017, 95% CI [.05, .76] (cf. Figure 9). These results show that the exhaustiveness of an
520article does not necessarily reflect its quality and that shorter articles are potentially more
521precise and have fewer errors.

522Learning outcomes Students in the DDR group performed minimally better in terms of
523absolute gains from the knowledge pre-test to the post-test, but the magnitude of the scripting
524effect was negligibly small and the statistics for this test were estimated with fairly low
525precision. Beyond that, a paired samples t-Test clearly suggested that students in both groups
526showed a performance increase from the first knowledge test to the second knowledge test
527with a medium to large effect for the time of testing (cf. Table 7). Thus, students mostly
528benefitted from simply working with a wiki for the study period of two weeks. Their learning
529gains were not directly influenced by the collaboration script group they were assigned to.
530

Fig. 9 Scatterplot for the relationship between article length and number of errors made with regression slopes as
outcomes per experimental group

t7:1 Table 7 Descriptive statistics and analyses of learning outcomes

t7:2 M SD t df p d 95% CI

t7:3 Learning BRD 0.91 1.54
t7:4 gains DDR 1.04 1.43 0.35 63.94 .364 0.08 [−0.39, 0.56]
t7:5 Test Pre 13.13 1.54
t7:6 scores Post 14.11 1.53 5.52 68 < .001 0.66 [0.40, 0.92]
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531Conditional effects of influencing variables on contribution frequency

532Next, we analysed the potential moderation effects of the additionally assessed variables. The
533overall model effect statistics for the three conditional effects that we investigated for (1) the
534NCC, (2) metacognitive strategies, and (3) intrinsic motivation on the contribution frequency
535are shown in Table 8.
536Students with a high Need for Cognitive Closure contributed more to the wiki when they
537were in the DDR script group (Fig. 10, left). For students with a low NCC the overall
538contribution frequency was not affected by the wiki script group they used. The DDR script
539encouraged those students, who would normally contribute less due to their disposition, to
540collaborate more. Students who had less pronounced metacognitive strategies contributed
541significantly more to a wiki when they were assigned to the DDR script, while those with
542more pronounced metacognitive strategies did not differ in their contribution frequency
543between groups (Fig. 10, middle). The DDR script seems to encourage contributions from
544students who need more explicit guidance on what to do in a collaborative knowledge
545construction task. Students in the DDR script wiki contributed the most when their motivation
546was high (Fig. 10, right). When motivation was low, the contribution frequency in the DDR
547script group showed a slightly reversed effect resulting in almost equally few contributions as
548in the BRD script wiki. Motivation seems to play a key role for participation in collaborative
549knowledge construction activities if the deployed script is more restrictive.

t8:1 Table 8 Conditional effect models of the influencing variables on contribution frequency

t8:2 F(3, 65) p R2 95% CI

t8:3 Need for Cognitive Closure 2.60 .060 .10 [.00, .24]
t8:4 Metacognitive strategies 3.23 .028 .13 [.00, .27]
t8:5 Intrinsic motivation 3.29 .026 .29 [.00, .45]

Fig. 10 Conditional effects of script group on contributions as functions of: NCC (left), metacognitive strategies
(middle), intrinsic motivation (right). Grey area = Johnson-Neyman region of significance; Dashed lines = 95%
upper and lower confidence bands
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550Conditional effects of influencing variables on learning

551For all analyses of the three influencing variables on learning gains from the pre- to the post-
552test, the Johnson-Neyman floodlight analysis did not find any regions of significance. The
553overall model effect statistics for the three conditional effects on the learning outcomes are
554shown in Table 9. Thus, for the sake of completeness we used simple slopes as visualisations
555of the minor differences, although estimated with low precision.
556Students who were high on the closure scale had the larger gains in the BRDwiki compared
557to students who were low on the scale who performed slightly better in the DDR wiki.
558However, for both script groups and both extremes on the NCC scale the average gains in
559test scores were relatively small ranging from 0.6 to 1.3 more correct answers from pre- to
560post-test (Fig. 11, left). Having low levels of metacognitive strategies does not discriminate
561much between students of either wiki script, with a marginal advantage for those in the DDR
562group. Conversely, students who are high on the metacognitive strategy spectrum performed
563slightly better when collaborating in the BRD wiki (Fig. 11, middle). For students with
564elevated levels of intrinsic motivation it made virtually no difference to which wiki script
565group they were assigned, resulting in almost identical learning gains. Students who had low
566intrinsic motivation for collaborating with other students in the wiki performed marginally
567better when they were working in the less strictly structured BRD wiki (Fig. 11, right).

568Contribution frequency as mediator between script and learning

569A simple mediation analysis with OLS path analysis suggested that the provided collaboration
570scripts indirectly influenced the learning outcome at the post-test after collaboration (t2)
571through the students’ wiki contribution frequency (cf. Figure 12) Students in the DDR wiki
572made on average more contributions to the wiki than students in the BRD group, a = 8.55,
57395% CI [1.52, 15.57]. Thus, students who contributed more to the wiki were more likely to
574achieve a higher post-test score, b = 0.024, 95% CI [0.006, 0.043]. A bias-corrected bootstrap
575confidence interval for the indirect effect was entirely above zero, ab = .21, 95% CI [.02, .52].
576The total effect model for the unmediated effect highlights that the data do not sufficiently
577support a direct effect of the collaboration script on learning outcomes in the post-test, F(1,
57867) = 0.89, p = .349, R2 = .01, 95% CI [.00, .12].

579Further results

580Regarding the attitudes towards collaboratively working with collaboration scripts and Wikis,
581we were interested in how helpful participants perceived our experimental Wikis. 67.57% of
582participants in the DDR group found that working with a wiki was generally useful compared
583to 71.88% in the BRD group, χ2(1, N = 69) = 0.15, p = .796. In the DDR group 83.78% of

t9:1 Table 9 Conditional effect models of the influencing variables on learning outcomes

t9:2 F(3, 65) p R2 95% CI

t9:3 Need for Cognitive Closure 0.87 .460 .04 [.00, .13]
t9:4 Metacognitive strategies 0.61 .610 .03 [.00, .10]
t9:5 Intrinsic motivation 0.10 .960 .01 [.00, .03]
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584students perceived their provided script for collaboration with Wikis as useful compared to
58590.32% of students in the BRD group, χ2(1, N = 68) = 0.63, p = .494. In the DDR group
58651.35% stated that they intend to use a wiki also in future works compared to 65.63% in the
587BRD group, χ2(1, N = 69) = 1.44, p = .328.

588Summary of the main study’s key findings

589The central result of the main study is that students following different collaboration scripts in
590a real collaborative wiki environment show crucial differences in the resulting outcomes and
591underlying processes. Following the DDR script encouraged students to discuss substantial
592changes to articles before an edit was performed, while the BRD script group discussed
593virtually nothing and performed changes to the wiki whenever they felt the need. In most
594cases, students in the BRD wiki did not advance to the script’s other steps of reverting and
595discussion. The script’s aim is to promote many edits to an article; if no objections are
596communicated via revisions or discussions, we can assume that the community reached an
597implicit consensus about the performed edits. In contrast, in the DDR wiki we could see many
598discussions between several students about the subject matter’s subtopics. Accordingly, we can
599assume that the whole suggested script was followed by most participants, since we saw the
600entire process of proposing an article edit in a discussion, followed by a deliberation process to
601reach consensus that finally resulted in a corresponding article edit. On the one hand, students
602produced longer articles in the BRD wiki, but on the other hand we found fewer errors in the

Fig. 12 Effect of collaboration script on learning outcome mediated by the frequency of contributions to the
wikis

Fig. 11 Simple slopes of script groups on learning gains conditional of influencing variables: NCC (left),
metacognitive strategies (middle), intrinsic motivation (right). Dashed lines = BRD, solid lines = DDR
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603DDR wiki articles. The greatest learning success at the post-test was most likely to be achieved
604when involvement in the wiki community was high, which was especially the case for students
605in the DDR script group. In extension to the pre-study, we explored further influencing
606variables thought to be related to learning and knowledge construction, namely the NCC,
607metacognitive strategies, and intrinsic motivation. We showed that it is relevant to consider
608individual differences in these constructs when designing instructional aids for collaborative
609learning environments.

610General discussion and conclusions

611Providing learners in technology-enhanced environments with explicit guidance on how to
612continue with collaborative tasks can be highly relevant for more successful individual
613learning outcomes and collaborative knowledge construction artefacts. For the start of new
614wiki articles or similar collaboratively created user-generated content, following an open script
615as proposed with Wikipedia’s BRD can be useful. This script proposal encompasses the main
616stages of performing an article edit without any discussion (Be Bold), waiting to see if an edit
617will be reverted by another community member (Revert), and only take the edit as a topic to
618the discussion page if it gets reverted multiple times (Discuss). In contrast to that approach,
619when there is already a wiki knowledge base which can be built upon, it can be more useful to
620follow a script like DDR. That approach explicitly expects learners to coordinate and seek
621consensus before changes to the system are incorporated. Discussions are promoted to present
622any planned edits (Discuss), finding a consensus with the community (Deliberate), and finally
623editing the article according to the consensus (Revise). Therefore, we have examined in detail
624how students work with either script in dyads and in larger groups. We analysed differences in
625measurable learning outcomes and resulting artefacts that students produced in the experi-
626mental wiki environments. It is important to note that we focused in this article solely on
627quantitative measures of outcome and process variables. There were no deeper content
628analyses to assess the quality of individual or group contributions as we have preliminary
629worked with a random sample (Heimbuch and Bodemer 2016). Quality of wiki contributions
630was indirectly derived with wiki metrics such as article and discussion lengths as potential
631indicators for quality as well as the number of errors we identified relative to the article lengths.
632In the small-scale pre-study with dyads, we first gathered valuable insights and evidence
633about how learners adopt distinct types of collaboration scripts designed for wikis. Moreover,
634we examined how this affects their learning outcomes and knowledge construction in a wiki-
635like environment. Although the sample was quite small for reliable statistical inferences, we
636could extract some valuable information from the learner’s answers to our open-ended
637questions and some descriptive information. This information motivated us to further explore
638potentials of these two different script approaches. For the most part, both scripts worked as
639intended. Students in the wiki environment with the DDR used the chat much more often for
640coordinating and discussing what content to include into the main article text. We could see
641that when students followed our suggested DDR script they were much more likely to
642incorporate their learning partner’s other information into more complex and nuanced answers.
643Although the number of well-integrated replies decreased over time, students who previously
644collaborated with the DDR script were still more likely to give more nuanced answers than
645their BRD counterparts. Thus, collaboration with the DDR script caused students to add their
646own and the learning partner’s arguments to reach more balanced articles.
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647For the main study, we built upon the findings of the pre-study and set up two real wiki
648instances for larger student groups as a supplement to a statistics lecture. Both collaboration
649script proposals worked well on their intended modes of operation. Students in the BRD wiki
650produced many more edits directly to the article than those who were in the DDR group. The
651main task in the BRD script is about editing an article and if no community member has any
652objections, an implicit consensus is reached and no further script execution is needed. In the
653DDR wiki students discussed most of their intended changes, while in the BRD group there
654were virtually no discussions during the experiment’s observation period of two weeks.
655Students in the DDR wiki executed all stages of the entire script proposal by starting
656discussions, taking part in consensus finding and performing article edits as the last prompted
657step. The DDR script encouraged students to discuss on a level that is usually not present in
658educational wikis and more likely to be found in threaded online forums (Biasutti 2017). We
659wish to highlight the students’ adoption of the DDR script steps and the resulting increased
660knowledge exchange about the subject matter in this group. In contrast to the pre-study, the
661main study’s set-up and subject matter made the occurrence of controversies less likely,
662making it more difficult to see learners’ incorporation of complex and nuanced replies.
663Nevertheless, we could find some major differences. The resulting articles of the DDR wiki
664students were shorter, but they were more concise and had fewer errors. In preliminary content
665analyses of a random sample of articles, we found that the articles produced in the DDR wiki
666were of higher overall quality (Heimbuch and Bodemer 2016). Furthermore, our analyses of
667the influencing variables suggest that our findings are important to consider from an applied
668perspective. Other researchers of collaborative knowledge construction environments conclud-
669ed that students can benefit from reading, connecting, and questioning ideas in an online
670environment (So et al. 2010).
671Based on our findings, we think that it is also relevant to consider inter-individual
672differences when designing and incorporating guidance measures into computer-supported
673collaborative learning environments. Considerations of cognitive constructs, such as those
674presented, can influence how students make use an online environment and what level of
675support might help them. In both experiments, we investigated effects of the individual
676Need for Cognitive Closure. The results might seem ambiguous at first sight, partially
677because although the construct is regarded as a relatively stable disposition, it has also
678state component that can be influenced by time pressure (Webster and Kruglanski 1994).
679The pre-study in the lab had much stricter time limits of 45 min for the collaboration
680phase, while in the main study students had two weeks for collaboration with the wikis. As
681such, an individual with a high Need for Cognitive Closure is likely to act differently
682under time pressure. For example, a high degree of the NCC leads to conflict avoidance
683behaviour and the use of heuristics (de Dreu et al. 1999), while a low degree of NCC leads
684to the use of multiple information (Choi et al. 2008). It was therefore assumed in the
685hypotheses that this also leads to differences in wiki contribution behaviour and learning
686outcomes. This could only be confirmed statistically for the contribution frequency. After
687performing a simple slopes analysis for the learning gains, however, there was an effect
688that followed the expected direction at least descriptively. Accordingly, students of the
689DDR group showed slightly higher learning gains if their NCC was low, while high NCC
690participants benefitted more from collaborating with the BRD script. This can be attributed
691to a high dispositional NCC which is related to a reduction in internal hypothesis
692formation (Kruglanski and Mayseless 1987; Kruglanski and Webster 1996). Since the
693focus of the BRD script was more on increasing the edit frequency and article length, a
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694special need for other perspectives and arguments, as it would be the case with a low NCC,
695would have been rather hindering. Decisions are thus based more on heuristics (de Dreu
696et al. 1999), while people with a low NCC use more information (Schlink 2009). The latter
697was explicitly demanded in the DDR script wiki because before an article edit was
698performed, a consensus had to be reached. Thus an adoption of arguments or evidence
699by others was indispensable for new acquisition of knowledge. These findings should be
700used as a basis and attempts should be made to conduct replications. Regarding the other
701two constructs we assessed in the main study, metacognitive strategies and intrinsic
702motivation, we found that students in the more restrictive DDR wiki participated more
703than the average when they had few metacognitive strategies and were highly motivated.
704With high levels of metacognitive strategies, students do not necessarily need very explicit
705rules for effective collaboration, because they have already developed skills to easily adapt
706to specific requirements (Berthold et al. 2007; Kuhn 2000). Finally, more intrinsic
707motivation can be needed in more restrictive collaborative environments such as the
708DDR wiki, since the individual’s autonomy of what to do is constrained by the suggested
709workflow. The idea of perceived autonomy is more in line with the concept of Wikipedia’s
710BRD script which is less coercive and designed to incentivise high participation rates and
711many article edits (Nov 2007; Zhang and Zhu 2006).
712In conjunction, both studies suggest that when students collaboratively create user-
713generated content in wikis and systems alike, it is important to define the aims of collaboration
714and the whole setup. If the major goal is to gather as much information as possible in a brief
715period and to fill up an empty knowledge base, open and less coercive guidance could be more
716suitable to achieve this, e.g., the BRD approach. But if there is an already existing and
717established stock of knowledge to be improved or revised, it might be more fruitful to guide
718in a more restricted manner and to encourage discussions that are otherwise found in online
719forums rather than wikis. Moreover, a more coercive script can induce more meaningful
720discussions and exchanges of arguments about contradictory evidence. Future studies should
721investigate how scalable collaboration scripts function, such as our DDR proposal, as well as if
722a critical mass of users can efficiently make use of such scripts.
723
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